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MARK YOUR CALENDARS
Fri 3 July Term 3 ends Tutors enter
student evaluation and attendance
online; award student participation
or achievement certificates.
Sat 27 June & Sat 4 July BG
computer training: Free two-day
introduction to computers for tutors
and students. Registration closed.
Tues 8 (International Literacy Day) &
Wed 9 Sept New student registration
at libraries, 9am-6pm.
Mon 14 Sept Term 1 starts.
Mon 28 & Tues 29 Sept Registration
for Youth Lit (age 9-15) at libraries.
Sat 3 Oct Reading Circle training in
Guided Reading Method. Still looking
for new guides!
Mon 5 Oct Reading Circle &
NALIS Youth Lit (under 16s) start.
Sat 24 Oct Annual General Meeting
& Current Tutor Meeting with
Regional Coordinators ALTA Training
Room, Belmont 9am-12pm.
Sat 31 Oct Coordinator Training
Belmont 9am-2pm.
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Reading Guides Join Tutor Training 2015
The six-week intensive
Tutor Training Course
saw a few firsts for ALTA
this year. Only 74
volunteers
completed
this year’s course, a
meager
turnout
compared to the steady
100 mark over the years.
While the attendees in
South remained the same, averaging 22-25, Belmont and Arima
recorded a shortfall of about twelve tutors each.
Always making the most of our resources, ALTA used the spare
capacity to invite Reading Circle guides, specifically those who had
shown commitment to ALTA, to attend Days 1-3 of the training
course which focus on reading. The response to this was good with
representatives from all but three Reading Circle venues in
attendance. Guides engaged fully – with one guide opting to switch
to become a tutor — and commented that they felt better equipped
to work with students, with a new understanding of the reading
process and how to
ALTA Grenada volunteers link up
reinforce the skills taught in
with Belmont training via Skype.
the classroom.

Another first was the
inclusion of six participants
from Grenada. Coordinator
CLASS & STUDENT SPONSORS
and tutor Debbie Dowlath,
Sponsoring classes and students is a
who has been based in
great way to connect with the
Grenada for almost two
communities ALTA serves. Class
years,
managed
the
sponsorship starts at $10,000 for a
Grenada
side
admirably
and
facilitated
the
small
group
sessions
small venue and goes up to $50,000
for a large venue. As ALTA prepares while trainees actively participated in the Belmont presentation
sessions via Skype. These newly trained tutors augur well for ALTA’s
for a new academic year, new
continuity in Grenada beyond Debbie’s return to Trinidad in July.
sponsors are needed in all regions.
They are expected to begin teaching in September.
Individuals can sponsor students by
printing the sponsor-a-student form As initiated at last year’s training, this second year of the three-year
succession plan for facilitators saw them presenting more of the
available on the Donate section of
skills previously done by Paula and Lystra. Trainees’ evaluations of
the website www.alta-tt.org/
sponsorastudent. Drop off or mail to the training course were all positive. The new South Regional
Coordinator Jacqueline Rawlins proved a valuable addition to the
any of the three ALTA offices with
training team and has developed an excellent working relationship
your $600 contribution.
with South West Regional Coordinator Gloria Ferdinand.
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Another first was the special screening on Day 1 of the Belmont
training of the film Maestra on the 1961 Cuban Literacy Campaign.
“The most powerful message of the film was the fact that passion
can be a very powerful driving force, and it is relevant because it
shows how a structurally organised effective programme can be
highly successful” said one trainee. YouTube has a shortened version:
search “Maestra film 8-min version”.

More faces/voices Added to ALTA Online Team
ALTA Online has been growing dramatically as it gets ready for
launch. To meet its target date, Josephine Harewood joined the team
as ALTA Online Project Manager in May. Josey has been able to keep
both the UWI and ALTA teams on track towards the completion of
Book 1 by creating a workflow chart and facilitating steady
communication between the ALTA and UWI teams.
Apart from the code structure of the site handled by the developers,
ALTA has undertaken to assist with computer databases guided by
the UWI team. The complexity of the databases and limits on
volunteer availability posed challenges at first, but by the end of May
volunteers with a background in computer code were introduced to
the ALTA team. Ramone Graham and Sarika Ramroop from the UWI
team conducted a training session for 12 volunteer database
compilers (including tutors) on Thursday 11 June.
The teaching modules require video and users
will see TV6’s Kejan Haynes in a new
role presenting discovery words for
phonics. ALTA Beginner tutors
Jasmine Simmons, Candice Wright,
Lilian Ramsaroop and Frank Rivas —
faces new to the screen — spent a
TV6 Presenter
Saturday under bright (and hot!) lights
Kejan Haynes
to teach the mouth movements for
speech sounds. A special thank you to
Roger Williams and Lou Francis of Lou
Francis Productions who offered their skill and studio facilities for the
entire day and almost a week’s worth of editing, all gratis.
New voices have joined Brenda DeSilva and Citadel radio presenters
Lisa Kowlessar and Theodore Lochan — Natacha Jones, Rose Ann
Walker, Arnaldo James, M’aisha Thomas, Ian Georges, and Llettesha
Sylvester. Special thanks also to studio engineers Kelly Buckradee of
CNMG and Romauld Castillo who mastered and edited the files.
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ANTI-STIGMA CAMPAIGN
INTRODUCES OPEN DAYS
ALTA’s anti-stigma campaign, started
in 2014 from a partnership with the
Citizen Security Programme,
continues into the new academic
year 2015/16. After a brief hiatus
between October-March, the
campaign got into gear again with
the message “Get in. Get through”
inviting visitors to see a class in
session during the month of June for
ALTA’s first Open Days.
About 55 persons visited 17 classes
across Trinidad, among them
potential tutors and students. The
event allowed coordinators to serve
as ALTA Ambassadors interacting
with visitors and fielding questions
about how to register as a student or
volunteer. One visitor at Harvard
Club morning class summed up her
interpretation of ALTA as: “This
(class) is like when a child has lost
something they thought they would
never get back, and then they find it.
They are so happy that they can’t
believe it”.
Despite the inclement weather and
poor turnout at ALTA’s only CSP class
venue, Lendore Hindu School in
Enterprise, tutors there say they
anxiously await the next installment
of ALTA Open Days. Tutors and
students at St Stephen’s College in
Princes Town were also very eager to
open the class to visitors and went
ahead with preparations despite
being omitted from the published
schedule, inviting students, relatives
and friends from as far as Moruga for
the last Open Day on June 26. Tutors
interested in hosting another Open
Day next year, can contact Sarah.
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Tutor Tip: When your Student Plateaus

General Election: 7 Sept.

By M’aisha Thomas, Level 2 tutor, Belmont

ALTA student registration: 8-9 Sept Now you’ve followed the guidelines to the letter, come to class early
Problem 1: Politics will occupy
and stayed late. Your student hasn’t missed a class and even has a
every media moment, squeezing
supportive household that regularly helps him to revise. But evaluation
out any pre-registration ALTA
has rolled around and, once again, he just isn’t ready for promotion.
messages at the national level.
What’s a tutor to do?
Solution: Switch ALTA’s student
recruitment efforts from the
national to the community level.
While ALTA staff can manage a
national campaign, only our tutors
can reach into communities. So as
in the early days of ALTA, we once
again are relying on tutors and
students to carry the ALTA
message. ALTA Communications
Officer Sarah Williams, our
regional coordinators and offices
are ready to support tutor and
student-led initiatives. Let us know
your ideas!

The ALTA programme was designed with the dyslexic learner in mind,
accommodating a number of different learning styles, with great
success over its 23-year history. However, you may encounter
individual students who have yet to turn a corner or have that “light
bulb” moment where there is synergy between the rules and
techniques being taught and the words on the page, even after years at
the same level. Any number of medical, developmental, physical or
emotional factors might have influenced this—though this does not
make it any easier to accept.
This is not a failure on the part of the tutor, nor is it an indication of
indefinite “failure” on the student’s part. Without a professional
assessment which defines a limit on the student’s intellectual capacity,
it should be assumed that there is some potential for growth.
ALTA Online can provide extra practice in a different mode which may
overcome a student’s hurdles. Level 1 will be open to students to trial
from August, so talk to your Level 1 repeaters about this option.

Problem 2: People may overlook
ALTA registration as it comes right
The ALTA document “Student Progress Through Literacy Levels”
after election day.
recommends complete transfer to an ALTA Reading Circle after several
Solution: Extend ALTA’s literacy
attempts at the same level to avoid burnout of both student and tutor.
campaign and student registration As a tutor spending a number of hours per week interacting with your
throughout the month of
student first-hand, you are best
September. Although classes
placed to discuss with your
usually accept students after
student his lack of progress and
library registration, with ALTA
the next steps. If you understand
having to delay our media
that the Reading Circle offers the
messages until after elections, the
advantage of a new focus on
numbers of students joining after
fluency and comprehension as
class starts is likely to be greater
well as greater flexibility to cater
than in the past, so let’s plan for
to your student’s interests, the
this. Coordinators and tutors could
conversation may not prove as
appeal to past tutors who can’t
difficult as you anticipate.
commit to teaching but who might Community outreach just got more
official with “Ambassador” buttons, The Reading Circle may well be
be willing to assist with new
available from all reg. coordinators. just what the student needs.
students during September.
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Library

Youth Lit 2015
NALIS Youth Lit in its seventh year aimed to provide effective literacy
instruction to students within primary or secondary schools who have
literacy challenges which are
not
being
addressed.
Individuals aged 9-15 are
targeted. Literacy instruction
continued at 11 libraries Arima,
Chaguanas, Maloney, Mayaro,
Moruga, NALIS POS, Point
Fortin, Princes Town, Sangre
Grande, St Helena and St James
in 2014-2015.

ARIMA

Leonie Lyons
291-9398
Mary McBurnette
347-7070

CHAGUANAS

Cheryl Thurab-Prince
665-7610/739-3527

COUVA

Ann Marie Walcott
397-4230
Vernon Ramlogan
221-5175

MAYARO

137 students started the 2014- PENAL: Shiva
2015 Youth Lit programme when classes commenced on the week of Boys’
October 6th 2014. On completion of the programme in mid-June, 70
students received certificates — 50 Level 1 and 20 Level 2 certificates. PT. FORTIN
41 students need to repeat the same level to achieve mastery.
Certificates of Excellence were donated by Mario’s Pizzeria in Terms 2 PORT OF SPAIN
and 3, which were awarded to every student in each Youth Lit class
after a specific goal is achieved. For the second year former ALTA
tutor, Karese Toby who teaches at St Augustine Girls High School was PRINCES TOWN
able to get students from Sixth Form to volunteer in Terms 1 and 2 at
NALIS POS, Arima, Chaguanas and St Helena libraries.
Given the drop in government revenue with the declining oil price,
SAN FERNANDO
there is some concern that the 2015-2016 programme may be affected
by budget cuts, but NALIS has expressed its belief in and commitment
to the programme. The dates for Youth Lit registration are Monday 28
and Tuesday 29 September, with classes set to begin the week of
October 5, 2015.

ALTA partners with Microsoft for WED
ALTA marked World Environment Day (WED) on June 5 by
participating in Microsoft’s ‘Work from Home Initiative’. The initiative
encouraged staff from Microsoft and its partner organisations to work
remotely using Office 365 software and featured these activities in the
press and online. In January a software grant from Microsoft Trinidad
provided ALTA with O365 cloud-based software enabling staff to
access files from anywhere. Microsoft also visited the Belmont office
to capture footage for a short “Day in the Life of ALTA” video that will
be uploaded to YouTube. The video will show staff using Microsoft
tools including video conferencing software, Skype for Business.
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Coordinator

Agatha Williams
681-7683/630-3259
To be announced.
Lynette Frederick
777-1219/371-3524
Paula Williams
628-6407/684-3393
Myrna Jones
712-2548
Olive Brizan-Wilson
335-2035
Jane Amman 6202691

SANGRE GRANDE

Marsha Scott
668-3219

SAN JUAN

Andrew Neehall
389-0077/675-3866

SIPARIA

TUNAPUNA
WARRENVILLE
REGIONAL
COMPLEX

To be announced.

Marlene Wilson
McNeil 752-1798

Lilian Ramsaroop
378-8738
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FEEL BUSINESS SUPPORT
The Foundation for the
Enhancement & Enrichment of Life
(FEEL) has a new e-commerce
initiative to link producers directly
with markets. The Feel Business &
Employment Cooperative (FBC) is
an online tool to match the person
who wants something with person
who produces it. FBC makes the
link and handles any distribution. If
you or your students have a
product or service to offer, check
out FBC. For more information
contact FEEL at 624-7758.
NEW WRITING LESSON
Maintaining a strong relationship
with funders is key to ALTA’s
continued growth. In Term 3 tutors
were asked to facilitate a writing
lesson in which students wrote to
donors of the impact of ALTA’s free
literacy classes in their
communities. We look forward to
receiving more writing from classes
and plan to feature this in our
Guardian articles.
STUDENTS FOR TESTING
ALTA Online still needs students for
testing of the programme ahead of
its launch. Ideal candidates for this
pilot testing will be Beginner
students promoted to Level 1 and
Level 1 repeaters. Computers at the
Belmont and San Fernando offices
will be the first testing sites, and
we are working on other locations
like libraries or schools. Details on
the criteria for testing candidates
can be found in the ALTA April
Newsletter, which should be
available on the website.
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Reading Circles bond with Bocas Writers
It’s official: The Bocas Writers Series at ALTA Reading Circles is now a
fixture on the ALTA calendar, evident from the overwhelming support
of students as they listened, interacted and purchased books from the
Bocas writers, who are
equally captured by the ALTA
students they won over with
their writing. In June, seven
local authors of diverse
literary genres visited
Reading Circles in Arima,
Belmont, Port of Spain, St
James, Sangre Grande,
Curepe and San Fernando.
The line up included Vaughn T Stanford (Tales from Mysteria, 2014),
Rhoda Bharath (The Ten Days Executive, 2015), RSA Garcia (Lex
Talionis, 2014), Vanessa Salazar (Selima and the Merfolk, 2014), David
Robert Gomez (Behind the Narrow Street, 2014), Sharon Millar (The
Whale House and Other Stories, 2015) and US-based John O Stewart
(Behryl, 2014).
Added to the month of readings from the 2015 Bocas writers was a
special visit to ALTA’s class at Arima Boys’ RC by 2014 Bocas writer
Lyndon Baptiste described by East regional coordinator Lystra Hazarie:
At 5:30 pm on Monday June 8 2015 local author Lyndon Baptiste
returned to ALTA's classrooms at Arima Boys' RC to fulfill a promise
made to students when he was hosted there in 2014. At that time he
was so impressed with their interest in writing, that he offered to
return and listen to any pieces of writing they would have
created ...and listen he did, expressing his admiration for the different
emotions present in the various pieces that were read. He noted that
they were using some of the same elements that recognized authors do
when they decide to write, such as voice, tone, mood. He praised their
graphic use of language, both in Creole or Standard English and the
dramatic reading styles that were employed to captivate the audience.
13 tutors were among the audience of 35. Students were drawn from
all ALTA levels and were appreciative of what each of their 9
counterparts had written. One absent student-writer's piece was read
by tutor Dominic Ambrose who felt that her ideas needed to be heard.
The student readings ended and it was time for our celebrated author
to read from his book "Boy Days", holding captive the ever-receptive
ALTA audience and promising to return yet again to share his time and
knowledge with us. Thank you again Lyndon.
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Funding and Donations
The American Women’s Club Welfare
Committee took a tour of Belmont
office and training room in the month
of May, and were quite impressed
with ALTA’s facilities and the scope of
work we do. The Club donated to
cover the cost of half of ALTA’s
printing requirement of new Book 1
sight word cards and were on hand to
present their cheque to the printers
when the cards were delivered. A
ALTA Accountant Tejumade
generous donation of $20,000 was
made to ALTA’s community classes by Hendrickson accepts the cheque
from a CIBC representative.
CIBC First Caribbean International
Bank. Republic Bank Power to Make a Difference, in addition to
continued support for ALTA Reading Circles and POS community
classes, is funding the development of ALTA Online this year.

Caribbean Civil Society Forum
On May 27, ALTA’s CEO Paula Lucie Smith attended the IDB Group
Caribbean Civil Society Forum under the theme “Social Innovation”.
The following is an excerpt from a speech delivered on behalf of civil
society by Molly Gaskin of the PAP Wildfowl Trust:

REFRESHER TRAINING
The one-day refresher training is
required to continue ALTA teaching
for Sept 2015-July 2016.
Venue

Dates

Belmont

Sat 15 & Tues 18,
Wed 26 Aug Lev 1 & 2

South

Sat 22 Aug Lev 1 & 2

Belmont

Sat 5 Sept Lev 3

Belmont

Fri 11 & Sat 12 Sept
Beginner tutors

Deadlines:


1 July submit registration form



1 Aug. submit homework

There is only one Saturday
refresher in Belmont and this is the
first one. If you miss this and need a
“Civil society’s role is as catalysts to bring about cooperation between Saturday, San Fernando is it! We
agencies that are otherwise constrained by bureaucracies. We are
have been unable to confirm the
diverse, some of us are fiercely independent, we stand up for what we
Naparima Girls’ High School as a
believe in, but we are unified in our goals for the betterment of our
venue this year so please look out
peoples and our countries. Together, there is a pool of expertise,
for an email or call the South office
which can be tapped; our advantage being, the lack of bureaucracy.
to confirm the location of the South
Civil society groups play a critical role in holding those in authority
Refresher venue.
accountable for their decisions and actions. If the views of the people,
For Level 1 and 2, bring Bk 2A
NGO’s, ConSoc, Civil Society are not heard; if there is no full and
workbooks and tutor book. Before
sincere consultation and our views are not reflected in the positions of attending the refresher, prepare to
our prominent private sector, our cumbersome State institutions, the teach:
Governments of the day… our already overtaxed resources will be
 No Smoking
increasingly over-exploited and degraded.
 Steelband
The presence of NGOs, Civil Society, ConSoc, working together with
Government and governmental departments, can… will provide a co- There is no set homework this year,
but we would like to continue
agency, bridging gaps, reducing conflicts and ensuring sustainable
building our collection of written
exploration and development rather than exploitation. That is our
pieces for the Thursday ALTA
role, our intention, our goal. That is the way forward!”
feature in the Guardian.
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Assistive Technology Resources
For those who did not make it to the Assistive
Technology Seminar hosted by the Dyslexia
Association in March, you missed a day chock full of
great useful tips for maximizing the use of technology.
US-based educator Scott Marfilius gave an excellent
presentation over the course of the day, providing
handouts and visual examples of low tech and not-sohigh tech, free and not-so-free learning tools that are
available for dyslexic or low-motivated learners.
Below is a checklist to help you decide whether a
device or tool is going to work well for you:
 Does this tool address your specific needs and
challenges? Does it use your strengths?
 Is there a simpler tool that would work as well?
 Will it be easy to incorporate into everyday life?
 Are you able to use it? (Try a demo.)
 How easy is it to learn to use the tool?
 Is it compatible with the existing technology you
use? (For example, will the software work on
your mobile device or a school computer?)
 What technical support is available?
 If the tool is purchased for school use only, do
you have access to a comparable tool that you
can use at home?
The workshop was very extensive. Here is a compiled
list of the best tools and apps available for computers,
tablets and in some cases, mobile phones. Some may
require download or purchase:
READING
Text to Speech
iSpeech – app
Cliptalk – software
ReadPlease – software
Creating Stories
ClickerBooks – software, app
Talking Books
LibriVox – app
Reading eBooks
Bookshare.org
Newsela – website
Working with PDFs/print
Text Grabber – app

WRITING
Creating Stories
Inspiration – software, app
Sparkspace – software
Draftbuilder – software
Complex Sentence Generator – website
Visual/Graphic Dictionary
Visu Words – website
Wordle – website
Voice to Text
Built In Dictation
TalkTyper – web app
Ginger – Chrome extension
Voice Note or Dicta note Chrome app
Voice Dream Writer - app
Dragon Dictation – iPad app
Word Predictors
CoWriter – Chrome extension
Clicker6 – app, software
iReadWrite – iPad app
COMPREHENSION
Improving memory
Flashcards+ – app
Vocabulary
Rewordify – website
Summarize/Notetaking
MicNote – app on Chrome
Text compactor – website
TEACHING/PRESENTATION
Powertalk – software program
Teachertube – website
30Hands – app
Courtesy: Scott Marfilius Sept 2013

ALTA’s Top Picks: Newsela, TextGrabber and
TalkTyper do not require download to the computer
but are very useful for anyone, including students.
Simple sign up to Newsela allows anyone to read a
range of news stories at their chosen reading level.
A microphone on your computer/mobile allows
TalkTyper to turn speech (slowly for the accent) into
text, if getting ideas down on paper poses a
challenge for students. TextGrabber scans and gives
voice to written text.
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